
Recitation 20100707 
 
Lab was cancelled because lancets did not arrive in time. Instead, we learned about the 
Central Dogma of Molecular Biology. 
 
The Central Dogma of Molecular Biology: in a nutshell. 
 
We dissected the word deoxyribonucleic acid: 
 

• Deoxy: DNA is missing an Oxygen in one space. We discovered where later 
when we looked at RNA. 

• Ribo: We learned that ribose, a sugar, provides a structural scaffold upon which 
DNA can be built. 

• Nucleic: We learned that DNA resides in the nucleus of our cells and that one 
component (a very important part) are the nucleotides (remember, the bases). 

• Acid: we defined what an acid is in chemistry terms and discovered how DNA is 
in some sense an acid (it is not a strong acid like HCl, but rather it has acidic 
protons). 

• Also, we learned how the phosphate groups hold the ribose sugars together into a 
long polymer and how hydrogen bonding holds the bases together to form the 
double helix. 

 
Now that we’ve elucidated the structure of DNA, we can begin to understand how protein 
(the final product) is made by many enzymes from DNA. 
 

• DNA can do two things: Replicate (more DNA) and Translate (make RNA) 
• RNA can do one thing: Make protien 

 
DNA Matrix. On the board there was a hypothetical sequence of DNA, underneath it was 
a list of other things: RNA, CODONS, AMINOS and PROTEIN.  
 

• We worked together after learning the rules of complementary base pairing  and 
how RNA is made from DNA by RNA polymerase (remember that helicase splits 
the double strand, RNA polymerase makes the RNA and then DNA polymerase 
comes along behind it making more DNA). 

 
• Once we had the RNA sequence, we could identify the CODONS that coded for 

specific amino acids, the sequence of each amino acid being specific to the 
sequence of nucleotides in the RNA. Remember, depending upon the reading 
frame of the codons, each three bases code for a particular amino acid. 

 
• Finally, now that we had determined which bases were the codons, we could use 

the chart on the board for pre-messenger RNA to determine which amino acids 
the ribosome would ask the transfer RNAs for. We made the list of 5 or 6 amino 
acids. 

 



• In the end, we determined the sequence of amino acid residues that would be 
polymerized by peptide ponds by the ribosome. This is the linear protein. 

 
Remember that protein, in one form or another, governs every single biological action in 
your body. Millions of reactions every second! Proteins are the things that do the work to 
make you exactly who you are – like give me gray hair and give you brown eyes. 
 
Protein folding. We reviewed the chemical properties of individual amino acids, 
introduced their acidity (pKa), hydrophobicity and affinity for each other. Don’t be 
confused, this topic has consumed many scientists’ entire lives and the treatment of it 
today was greatly simplified. The take home message was that linear proteins fold into 
highly specific shapes! If a protein misfolds, it will not work! 
 
The Central Dogma says basically that there can only be one direction in the synthesis of 
proteins: DNA -> RNA -> protein. There are some special cases like reverse 
transcriptase.  
 
We reviewed the virus that causes HIV. It is made of RNA. In its head (capsid) it 
contains all the information in the form of RNA to replicate itself. It also contains the 
enzyme reverse transcriptase. This is a sneaky virus in that it uses reverse transcriptase to 
insert the virus’ DNA into your DNA and then your DNA continues to propagate the 
virus automatically. This is one of the few ways RNA can make DNA. 
 
Medical Ethics. 
 
Continuing with the HIV topic. Other primates do not acquire HIV (otherwise itmight be 
just called IV). Primates DNA codes for proteins in their immune systems called 
Defensins. There are three types. Alpha, beta and theta. Theta Defensin confuses HIV by 
blinding it to the receptor site HIV requires to infect your cells. If HIV cannot see the 
receptor site, it cannot infect you.  
 
Humans have the genes to make all three defensins, except the gene we have to make 
theta Defensin has a premature stop codon. The consequence of this is that human theta-
Defensin does not work right and does not blind HIV to the receptors required to infect 
our cells. 
 
The question posed to the class: If, through gene therapy, we could reactivate the gene to 
make theta Defensin, should we do it. (most people argued yes). The next question was 
about the potential consequences to gene therapy of this type (the general reaction from 
the class was one of “what consequences? Cure AIDS?!) 
 
HeLa Cells. The story of Henrietta Lacks was told. Uneducated, impoverished, 
descended from slaves, lacking health care, Henrietta developed cervical cancer in her 
twenties. She went to Johns Hopkins hospital, which was the epitome of great free health 
care in Baltimore in 1951. Her treatment consisted of radioactive paste applied to her 
cervix and massive doses of Xrays. On one visit, her doctor cut a sample of tumor from 



her cervix and sent it to George Gey (pronounced “guy”) who was trying to invent “tissue 
culture”. Henrietta’s cells actually grew in tissue culture (after Gey had nothing but 
failures for years). Gey sent the cultured cells to thousands of researchers around the 
world; researchers who would use HeLa cells to cure some cancers, learn all about 
molecular biology, cure polio and many other beneficial uses for humanity. 
 
What a great benefit to society she made! The problem was that nobody told her they 
took her cells. Before long, companies started selling her cells for money, making 
millions of dollars. HeLa cells are everywhere, the most prolific cell on the planet! 
 
But, nobody knew for nearly 50 years until finally some reporter figured it out and 
interviewed her family. Her family, also highly uneducated, living life by the word of the 
bible, completely poor, imprisoned and subjugated by the same cycle that subjugated the 
previous generations of the Lacks family, didn’t understand. Her daughter, who believed 
that when a person died, their soul went to heaven couldn’t comprehend that 50 years 
after she had buried their mother people were saying that her mothers cells were still 
alive – and making other rich people more money. This devastated the Lacks family. 
 
The take home message is that even though Henrietta’s cells were used to cure a 
multitude of human disease and illness, the same act of taking them and not providing the 
opportunity for informed consent devastated a family. It’s not the easily foreseen 
complications of a decision that dictates medical ethics, it’s the completely unforeseeable 
complications. This is why gene therapy to cure AIDS by somehow reactivating the theta 
Defensin gene will never happen – there are very specific ethical rules in medicine; you 
can never anticipate all of the consequences. 
 
Finally, the other reason gene therapy wont work in the Weismann Barrier. Remember 
Gametes, the haploid germ cells (sperm and egg?) The somatic cells (the diploid body 
cells) do not transfer the gene therapy from other somatic cells to the gamete. This means 
that if you were to receive the gene therapy to reactivate theta Defensin, your children 
would never inherit this trait. It would be an exercise in futility. 


